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Cybercrime’s negative impact… 

…on the brand value and
share price can be
devastating





Our mission is 
to secure 
business 
continuity and 
protect brand 
integrity. 
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– Leading virtualized security



vEPC NGC MEC

The road to 5G....



Virtualization rollout is a reality 

Sources: Ericsson Mobility Report 2017, CelPlan, SNS Research

Five years ago virtualization was just 

a dream –

now it's a fact

- Telefónica's CTO Enrique Blanco Feb -18

Virtualization will enable it to 

reduce $10B in 
costs

- Verizon CEO Lowell McAdam Sep -17
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When does NFV/SDN Security become critical?
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Figure 3 : Autom at ion –  Secur ity and the Cloud 

 
Quest ion:  At  what  point  in your com pany's com m ercial rollout  of vir tualized offer ings using 

NFV/ SDN/ cloud technologies does large-scale autom at ion of security becom e cr it ical? 

Source:  Heavy Reading Security Percept ion Study 4Q17 (N= 100)  

 

THE EMERGENCE OF THE SERVI CES- BASED FI REW ALL 

The adoption of distributed cloud-based services not only demands the implementation of 
automated and services-based security policies, but will also impact the deployment of analyt-
ics and identity management techniques. In an analytics framework, security demands that 
the appropriate triggers focusing on event data collection, application usage, centralized 
correlation and automated pattern and trend detection be deployed universally throughout 
the network. Similarly, identity management will need to be deployed anywhere in the net-
work where services are supported – not only to validate network components and thwart 
rogue elements, but also because technologies such as 5G have a much greater focus on 
validating user identities or even Internet of Things (IoT) devices. 
 
There are several considerations in play here. To effectively manage 5G slice-based services, 
identity management will be more complex, given that there will be a much greater focus on 
exchanging and validating users and IoT devices sharing data between distributed databases, 
including potentially public cloud databases. And identity management will become more 
complex not only because of distributed databases, but also because it must be performed 
at much greater speeds to avoid driving up the delay budget of low-latency services. 
 
Taken together, these changes are redefining existing security platforms, including next-
generation firewalls (NGFWs). These firewalls, which have been deployed in volume, already 
play a strategic role in 4G networks, since early security experiences in 4G deployments 
highlighted the need to not only manage basic network access, NAT translation and load 
balancing, but also support DPI and intrusion detection/prevention. 
 
Thus, as shown in Figure 4 , NGFWs have been deployed in virtualized configurations to 
augment virtualized EPC (vEPC) overall security performance, leveraging advanced packet 
inspection to detect malware and other attack vector signatures. In addition, while not illus-
trated in the figure, many operators continue to utilize appliance-based firewalls, which do 
not deliver the same scale and deployment flexibility as virtualized NGFWs. 
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Large-scale automation of security

is not critical at any point

At what point in your company's commercial rollout of virtualized offerings using NFV/SDN/cloud 
technologies does large-scale automation of security become critical? 
Source: Heavy Reading Security Perception Study 4Q17 (N=100) 
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Virtualise SecurityvEPC



Next Generation Core

Services Based Architecture

NGC

Network Slicing



The emergence of the Services-Based FirewallNGC



NGFW vs. SBFW
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The SBFW represents a breakthrough in security enforcement, since it is not only designed 
to be deployed in fully distributed clouds supporting microservices, but is also much more 
software-programmable than NGFWs and well suited to supporting distributed configura-

tions, with fully autonomous control and user planes. 

 

Therefore, as shown in Figure 6 , SBFWs integrate a much richer suite of security capabilities. 
Features that an SBFW (but not an NGFW) will typically support include: 5G slice support, 

security analytics integration, native API exposure support, automated policies and advanced 
identity management techniques. 
 
Figure 6 : NGFW  vs. SBFW  

Attribute NGFW SBFW 

Virtualized firewall ✓  ✓  

DPI ✓  ✓  

IDS ✓  ✓  

IPSec ✓  ✓  

Automated security policy   ✓  

Software configurable at the edge  ✓  

Security analytics integration  Limited ✓  

5G SBA architecture optimized   ✓  

Effective 5G security slice enforcement  ✓  

API exposure support Limited ✓  

Advanced control plane signaling validation  ✓  

Orchestration of security VNFs at the edge  ✓  

Identity-driven policy enforcement Limited ✓  

Source:  Heavy Reading 

 

SERVI CES- BASED FI REW ALL USE CASES 

As we have documented, SBFWs will indelibly alter how security services are delivered in 
the cloud. And of course, a key consideration in this process is the way SBFWs enable an 
expanded range of security capabilities in a services setting. Accordingly, to capture the 

services on a more granular level, this section presents two distinct use cases: one focusing 

on the delivery of managed security services for enterprise customers, and one documenting 
the role of an SBFW in enhancing security services in the 5G RAN. 

Private Netw ork Slice Security Policies 

One of the early factors that drove NFV deployments was the promise to leverage the cloud 
to achieve a major transformation in the enterprise. This transformation manifested itself 
in a few use cases, including using low-cost virtualized CPE (vCPE) compute platforms to 

achieve a more scalable and lower operational cost enterprise service delivery model. While 

vCPE on its own has been highly successful, the rollouts also revealed that enterprises were 
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Mobile Edge ComputingMEC



Security must follow…MEC



vEPC
Start virtualizing 

now!

NGC
Services-based 

firewall meeting 
network slicing 

needs.

MEC
Low latency in 

your edge 
security.

The road to 5G....



and the Emergence of the 
Services Based Firewall 

5G Security VNFs

Read the latest Heavy Reading white paper sponsored by Clavister:

Download your copy:
https://www.clavister.com/SBFW
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